Cowboy Dining at Boone Pickens Stadium

They are saving thousands of dollars per year by implementing Advanced Microbial Services Microbial drain line treatment.

Pam Haynes, Restaurant Services manager at AMS, says that by injecting the AM-301 Microbes daily, Cowboy Dining is able eliminates grease buildup in the drain lines and greatly reduces grease volume in the trap.

The microbes degrade the grease and food solids in the grease trap extending the pumping interval from every month to every 3 months. This saved OSU Athletics in excess of $3000.00 per year.

The microbes in AM-301 are grown fresh in our lab every week. The AM-301 blend has 29 strains of microbes that co metabolize grease, fats, starch and proteins. All of which are present in grease traps. It is the reduction of food particles in the bottom of the trap as well as the grease on top of the trap that extends pumping interval. They will not however eliminate pumping of the trap completely.